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IPERSPECT I 

Super- 
Yuppie 

lifestyle as well, to suit his new heroes in Marvel comics. Daredevil 
image. No more Fortress of SoHtude has saved too many criminals from 

either squeezing a few briquettes X-Factor! a gang of militant mutants 
into diamonds or squeezing a raise (aren't they all?), is suspected of un- 

lis boss. He’ll need the extra 
■ a Cappuccino maker, pasta 
2, laser disc player. Sony TV, 

should do away with his constantly 
ngtime friendship rescuing perfectly able-bodied citi- 
T. and should stay zens fmm supervillains. Remember 
trades in the Bat- what our President has often said 

flag, ril be shamelessly exploiting 
that.” said John Byrne, artist-author 
in the new upcoming Superman 

rtain to boost sales of his corr 
But I hope John Byrne doesn 
Jt a very important ingredient 1 

publican. And Diana Prince would 

Of course, becoming yuppie goes 
^and in hand with Superman be- 

Repubfi'can." True yuppies are'Re- 



1986 MAX AWARDS 

( Conducted by It's A Fanzine and submitted by 
y Gene Kehoe and Dennis McDonough, Nomina- 
' tions were solicited in iate '85 from a number 

of weli-known fans and other comic enthusi¬ 
asts beiieved to have an overview of the in¬ 
dustry. Final ballots were distributed to 
subscribers and comic shops which take lAF. 
Voters selected first and second choices in 
the categories and points were awarded based 
on order of preference. 

Favorite Regularly Pub¬ 
lished Comic Book 
1. Swamp Thing (79) 
2. Daredevil (37) 
3. Fantastic Four (33) 

Comic Most In Need Of 
Improvement Or 
Cancellation 
1. Justice League of America 

Favorite Limited Series 
1. Crisis on Infinite Earths (66) 
2. Ambush Bug (34) 
3. normalman (20) 

Least Favorite Limited 
Series 
1. Secret Wars II (63) 
2. Gargoyle 
—Punisher (11) 

Favorite Super-Hero or 
Lead Character 
1. Batman 
2. Swamp Thing 
3. Miracleman 

Favorite Team 
1. Teen Titans (32) 
2. Fantastic Four (25) 
3. Power Pack (18) 

Favorite Supporting 
Character 
1. Abigail Cable (18) 
2. Mary Jane Watson (10) 
3. Judah Maccabee (9) 

1. Kingpin (27) 
2. Dr. Doom (20) 
3. Joker (12) 

Least Favorite Character 
1. Vibe (25) 
2. Beyonder (17) 

Favorite Comic Book 
Writer 
1. Alan Moore (95) 
2. Frank Miller (49) 
3. John Byrne (33) 

Least Favorite Comic 
Book Writer 
1. Jim Shooter (36) 
2. Chris Claremont (8y2) 
3. Bill Mantlo (6) 

Favorite Comic Book 
Artist 
1. George Perez (45) 
2. John Byrne (43) 
3. Arthur Adams (37) 

Least Favorite Comic 
Book Artist 
1. Al Milgrom (2iy2) 
2. Don Perlin (8) 
3. Flerb Trimpe (7) 

Favorite Cover Artist 
1. Dave Stevens (16) 
2. Brian Bolland (14) 
3. Bill Sienkiewicz (8) 

Favorite Comic Book 
Story 
1. Crisis on Infinite Earths 
#1-12 (65) 
2. Daredevil #227-229 (49) 
3. Superman Annual #11 27) 
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NEWSLINE 

Marvel’s New Universe unveiled 
Mercenaries, mutants, alien vigilante populate the new world 

unveiled—sort of. Although the 

being kept strictly under wraps, 

outlines, publication dates, and 
creative teams behind all eight of the 

For those who've been living or 

“the wildest fanta.sy to starkly 
frightening reality.” this series 
follows the adventures of 18-year-o!d 
Keith Remsen, who. because he has 
the ability to move in dreams in his 
“Nightmask” identity, hires himself 
out as a “psychoanalytical con¬ 
sulting service” which helps the 
seriously disturbed by working 

premieres on July 1. 
PS/-FO/?C£:~written by STEVE 

PERRY, drawn by MARK TEXEI- 
RA. Five teenage runaways, each 
with his or her own special psychic 
powers, are gathered together by a 
man who seek^'to protect them from 
those who would exploit them. He 
is killed, but the five discover the> 

NEWSLINE 

Alan Moore sweeps 
1986 Kirby nominations 
Other strong contenders: Daredevil, 
Love and Rockets, Nexus, and Mage 

JERRY ORDWAY (pan of 

SPITFIRE AND THE TROUB- 
LESHOOTERS-'^vwxcn by ELIOT 
BROWN and JOHN MORELLl. 
drawn by HERB TRIMPE. Jenny 
Swensen. a Professor of Applied 
Engineering at M.I.T.. enlists the aid 
of five students to steal her late 
father's inventions back from Karl 
Krolze. a man she suspects had him 
killed. Among these inventions is 
the M.A.C.S. (“Man Amplified 
Construction Suit”), a powerful 
device Krotze wants to convert into 
a weapon. Spitfire begins in late 

STARBRAND-vjvWtQn by JIM 
SHOOTER, drawn by JOHN RO- 
MITA. Jr. An Earthman. Kenneth 
Connell, has received the most 

Another man might crumble under 
the awesome responsibility of 
possessing this ultimate weapon— 
but Kenneth Connell is a man like 

Byrne-drawn 
Legends: DC’s 
crossover series 

Legends, the mammoth cross-over 

Legends is a six-issue series, and 
it will be plotted by JOHN 
OSTRANDER, dialogued by LEN 
WEIN. pencilled by JOHN 
BYRNE, inked by KARL KESEL. 
and edited by MIKE GOLD. 

As for the crossovers. DC has an- 

This will probably come in handy, 
since the first half of the series will 
tie into Batman (#401). Detective 
(#568). Green Untern Corps 
(#207). Justice League of America 
{0259). Secret Origins (#10). 
Firestorm (#55). and a new series. 
Cosmic Boy. After this, DC prom¬ 
ises. it gets “even better.” 

In addition to the abovementioned 
Cosmic Boy. Legends will spawn at 

(SAazam.O, and two brand new 
ongoing series (The New Flash and 
Suicide Squad). No details are 
available on these, except that MIKE 
BARON is reportedly scripting the 
new Flash. • 

DAVE OLBRICH, administrator of 
the annual Jack Kirby Awards for 
comics excellence, announced the 
nominations for the 1986 awards in 
the first week of May. 

The nominations, which are voted 
on by editors and warehouse mana¬ 
gers throughout the comics industry, 
offered a few surprises among the 
predictable avalanche of votes for 
last year's favorites. 

The company breakdown read as 
follows: DC led the pack with 10 
votes, with Eclipse following at nine. 
First Comics had seven. Marvel 
Comics six. Fantagraphics Books 
five, and Comico four. Aardvark- 
Vanaheim scored two nominations, 
and Vonex earned one. 

The ALAN MOORE phenome¬ 
non continues unabated, as Moore's 

including double Moore nomina¬ 
tions for “Best Writer” and “Best 
Continuing Series" and a triple 
nomination for “Best Single Issue." 

Nexus, also popular last year, 
earned four nominations. FRANK 
MILLER, whose Ronin was snubb¬ 
ed last year, returned in force, with 
his Daredevil work (done in colla¬ 
boration with DAVID MAZZU- 
CHELLI) garnering four votes. 
Love and Rockets' GILBERT and 
JAIME HERNANDEZ earned a 
total of five nominations (three com¬ 
bined and one each). And perhaps 
the most surprising contender 
emerged as Comico's Mage, which 
received four nominations for its 
creator MATT WAGNER. 

Other double nominees include 

“Best Art Team.s”). P. CRAIG RUS¬ 
SELL for Pelleas <6 Melisande. 
Crisis on Infinite Earths, and 
Cerebus the Aardvark. 

Missing in action were last year's 
“Best Artist” winner DAVE STE¬ 
VENS. who didn't do enough work 
to qualify for '86 nominations in 
voters' minds, and American 
Flagg!, down from three nomina¬ 
tions to one (and that for a reprint). 

A note of irony was brought in by 
the nomination of DC Comics’ 
'MadngMan as “Best New Series.” 
in the same week as DC announced 
the-cancellation of the book [see 
story\. Last year. Eclipse’s Zot! ac¬ 
tually won the award after being 
cancelled. (Oddly, each series was 
cover featured on the Summer 
Amazing Heroes Preview Special.) 

Now that the nominations are in. 
voting is open to a larger cross sec¬ 
tion of the industry, iricluding pro¬ 

publishers. as well as comics distri¬ 
butors and dealers. 

The final results of the 1986 Jack 
Kirby Awards will be announced at 
the 1986 San Diego Comics Con¬ 
vention. during an awards ceremony 
presided by Oibrich and JACK 

NOMINATIONS: 

Daredevil^nn 
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man. I told them everything 1 
d to do. and they agreed with 
99 percent of it.” 

Ifman continues, “Once they 
I on John, they got back to me, 
iked me if I’d handle the other 

“I’m taking 
Superman 
back to the 

Superman Revamped 
Commenting on John Byrne’s rev 
sions of the Superman mythoj 
editor Andrew Heifer comment* 
“John applied logic, and looked i 
Superman in a very analytical wa; 
We never said, ‘Change this.’ But 
was inevitable that John would sa 
it. Anyone who knows about Ih 
character and who works in comit 
could see what was wrong with it 

“1 have taken my standard ‘Bac 
to the Basics’ approach,” John Byrr 





be the sole survivor of Krypton. In powered K 
the previous continuity the survivors amounts i 
of Krypton's explosion had literally landing or 
numbered in the millions: Supergirl, tinuity, the 
Krypto, the Phantom Zone crimi- of krypton 

city of Kandor are the most famous differently 

you'll pardon the mangling of the 
English language—the de-uniquing 
of the characters. Sometimes it 

“Wendy [Pini] 
said I’d created 
a Krypton that 
deserved to 
blow up.’’ 

and together and knows her job and the second issue of U 
is respected by her fellow reporters, Clark beats her to get 
male and female. Superman: after all, C 

So. like Russell’s Hildy Johnson, a distinct advantage 1 
Lois will be. according to Byrne, Kent n^ds a partic 

posIible^\rbe feminine without he will help Lois ge 
being weak.” Byrne says Lois will stead.” 
be “tougher” than she has been in As years pass b 
past stories, but “not as bitehy. grudge towards Clark 
There is a slightly petulant side to to thatwr^y Supernu 

Like Clark, Lois will be a “highly in Man of Steel #4, B 
paid feature writer,” whose investi- finds the picture of 
gative column might possibly be the Kents, of coui 
syndicated throughout the country. ‘They look like very i 
But “deep down she wants to be an amazing they have a 
ambulance chaser. Perry White a swine.’ Clark says, 
keeps bawling her out: ‘I’m not p^- been 18 months ainc 

out and chase ambulances.’” As in 
the first Superman movie, Lois will 
have a much bigger apartment than 
a reporter could ordinarily afford. 

that Superman story, 
‘Seventeen months, i 
four d^s.’” 
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The 

Secret 

Origins 

they have evolved following a period 
of contradictions. By ignoring some 
of the contradictions and treating 
certain periods in Superman’s career 
as overlapping, 1 have come up with 
four substantially different versions 
of the Man of Steel, approximately 
one for each decade of his existence. 

:nowledgemenl by DC 
cr the years; primarily in 

ster in the early ’30s. That ver- 
I had initially been prepared in 

mitted to syndicate after syndi- 
: collecting rejections. The tale 

Unable to sell the strip anywhere, 
Siegel and Shuster used concepts 
from it in strips they were handling 
for DC Comics, notably “Federal 
Men” and “Dr. Occult.” In these 
features, a man named Jor-L and the 
classic red-and-blue tights first 

Success for Superman himself fi¬ 
nally occurred when M.C. Gaines 
bought the feature for a new comic 
he was packaging, the now femous 
Action fl. The newspaper adventure 
strip was cut up and reassembled in¬ 
to comic book pages. Presumably, 
Gaines thought the story was too 
long, or perhaps too slow moving 

field, the McClure Sy^idicate finally 

papers. Siegel and Shuster’s origin 

recently appeared in Secret Origins 
#1, redrawn by Wayne Boring and 
slightly edited, but otherwise almost 
untouched, by Roy Thomas. The 
opening words of this episode are: 

“Krypton, a distant planet so far 

42 Amazing Heroes 

DIFFERENT 

VERSIONS OF 

SUPERMAN’S 



Amazing Heroes 

planet Krypton, although mentioned 
hardly at all during the first decade, 
began to appear as a recurring motif. 
Scarcely six months would go by for 

of Krypton based story appearing in 

family of magazines. 
In Superman #61 (Dec. 1949) 

Superman confronts a subst^ce that 

trigued by this mysterious red glow- 

By^training faster than the speed 

its point of origin. For the first time, 
Superman learns of his origins. 

“Now I understand why Vm dif¬ 
ferent from Earthmen! I’m not really 

In a single story {Superman #61,1949) Superman learns of his origins 

By 1951, the legend of Superman 
had been reconciled with that of 
Superboy. In Action #158, the origin 

Superbcy. Jonathan and Martha 

man’s powers are firmly attributed 
to Earth’s lesser gravity. 

In Action #182 (July 1953) Super¬ 
man states that Krypton’s vastly 
greater atmospheric density led to 
the development of X-ray vision. He 

water indefinitely on Earth, but [on 
Krypton] because of the greater 

at DC Comics about this lime con¬ 
tributed to this redefining of the 
character. First, editorial duties at 
DC Comics were redistributed, giv¬ 
ing Mort Weisinger sole control over 
the character. This allowed for a 
much tighter control of the stories 
and resulted in the developing of the 
“Superman legend,” the first serious 
attempt at a constantly developing 

newfound enlightenment, however, 
as Superman finds out two months 
later when Luthor learns to synthe¬ 
size kryptonite, now and forever 
after colored green. 

In August 1950, Superman is con- 

everyone on Krypton has “extra 
strength and see-through vision.” 

Initially, Superman’s vulnerabili¬ 
ty to kryptonite is explained as being 
due to the fact that the polarity of 
the electrical contact between the 
Man of Steel and his native soil has 
been reversed by the explosion of the 
planet and the effect of the former¬ 
ly beneficial kryptonite has become 

thought projection discs, which give 
a detailed account of the courtship 
of Jor-El and Lara, are brought to 
Earth by a US experimental rocket. 
In Superman #74, Luthor discovers 

had been invented by*^Jor-EI. In 
March 1954 Superman discovers 

ed^on^arth. (World’s Finest #69). 
In May 1956, Metropolis is menaced 
by colossal war machines which turn 
out to have been built by Jor-El. In 
December 1956, Superman comes 

I across Jor-El’s journal and labora- 
I tory desk and some films floating far 
I out in space. In May 1957, Super¬ 

man finds a Kryptonian “mind tape” 

formerly cardboard cute 

A lot of this continuity v 

June i, 45 
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The #1 national best-seller 
from Ovtrstrcci Publicaliorrs 

The 1986 
notated 
erstreet 

Ready for shipping by April 10th 

EXCITING EDITION 
Celebrating 

MARVEL’S 
SILVER 

JUBILEE! 

N 

■>' 32 Pages in Full Color! 

* 1985 Market Report! 

676 Jam-Packed Pages! 

■¥■ Includes latest Market 
Trends — New Issues! 

■k Crammed with detailed info 
all rnmlf^ hnAlre* 

■k New Statistical Section 
giving the average yearly rate 
of return on key titles & single 
issues over the past year & 
past five years! 

k Sizzling Silver Metallic 

ORDER NOW!! 
Overstreet Publications, Inc. 

780 Hunt Cliff Dr. NW. Cleveland, TN 37311 
PH: (615) 472-4135 







BY ALAN MOORE 

AND CHUCK BECKUM. 

SPARKLING. BRILLIANT. 

DEADLY. 





What Happened to 
the New Superman? 

YOO‘VB JUST HiREP 
ycxiRSELF A sr/»>e, 

MR. EPSE/ ,-• 



A ONE-ISSUE MICRO-SERIES — 
NEW FROM THE SOUTHERN KNIGHTS TEAM! 

PonsatredicopQCog — or FRED for short (which he is). He'll 
"acquire" anything from onywhen for you—IF the price is right. 

BIANCA — Fred's portner. She's never met a lock she couldn't 
pick (except the ones on Fred's house). 

Transformers? Ho! Go-Dots? Boh! The FREDMOBILE beats them oil! Ir'so 
sleek, FTL cor thor con turn into ANYTHING (nor to mention, travel 
through spoce ond rime)! 

enemies, however—not one, nor 
rwo, but three seporote ogencies 

The INTERPOL (Interstellor Police) 
agent wonts them—regordiess of 
consequences ITombo would idol- 

The I.R5. (Interstellor Revenue 
Service) agent wonts them- rhey 
hoven'r poid one thin credit of 
raxes on their ill-gotren goins! 

The REPO MAN wonrs them-ond 
The Fredmobile! It's been five 
yeors (reiotively specking) since 
Fred bought the car and he hasn't 
mode Q payment on time (which 
is ironic, when you think obout it), 
in focT. Fred hosn't mode o 
poymenr at oil! 

I 
I 

I 

Now oil of these "people" ore converging here! Fred ond Dionco hove been 
hired to sreol Earth’s greotest treosure. Not the Mono Lisa! Not the Venus de 
Milo! Not even Christie Drinkley! Whor could it be? 

Find our in - 

m # yXRISTOCZRy^TIC: , 

XTRATERRESTRIAL 
/ m T ■ Wl E-TT R E l_ I rsl c:; 

THIEVES 
A COMICS INTERVIEW Publication. COMING THIS SUMMER! 







TOMORROW’S HERO TODAY! 
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 Your Ticket 
to Entertainment! 

§1986 b-movie comics 

I 
•MOVIE 
OMICS 



^MATRIX 
I GRAPHIC 

SERIES 

■'...Mark Shainblum has crafted a taut story, one which 
shows promise of developing into a first rate international 
thriiler... 

...NEW TRIUMPH No. 1 was a good comic, regardiess of 
nationai origin. That alone is enough to recommend it." 

RA Jones- 
AMAZING HEROES L ,r 29 pages. I put NEW TRIUMI 

disappointed. The sneer on 
as frozen and begun ta ting 
-n i going to expiain that i S' 

Russell Freund 
THE COMICS JOURNAL 





STRANGE DAYS 
The Last Days 

01 the Justice Society 
Of America 

R E V I E W S 
and truly heroic style. Best of all. 
by not resorting to an indiscriminate 

fort of a hospital. A spcia! place 
must be found for her. ■ NEXT ISSUE: 

as Shaman has chosen this particular 
site for its benign mystical emana- lA# 

lenim .some day, after the dust of the 
lions. His belief in the appropriate¬ 
ness of the locale he has chosen is Ww 

Crisis has finally settled, if for no 
other reason than that the characters 

a false one. He has been deceived 
by his own daughter Talismap. a bit¬ 
ter woman who .seeks to humiliate 
him before his comrades. 

find iU*.Vu",'h'iVb'ook h*.° 

On the whole. Roy Thomas is to 

loose ends as well as Kid^^Such 

She too ha.s miscalculated, how¬ 
ever. When the zombie from 
beneath the snow rises to earth to A 

of All-Star Squadron, where he has 
gone overboard on Crisis crossovers 

her mystical power over the dead to 
defeat him. Since the creature never 

fusion {though I imagine this was the woman's power. As a result, the 
creature stands ready to destroy not 

thin,.” 

date the changes dictated by others all of Alpha Flight as well. 
When it was announced some T 

Thomas was greatly aided by the 
assistance of a fine team of artists. 

months ago that John Byrne and Bill 
Mantlo would be switching books 
(with Byrne taking over The Hulk), 

Canadian David Ross has shown into a panic. Some went so far as to 
abandon the strip without even giv- 

Gustovich has an established reputa- to prove itself. I. on the other hand, 
felt the move would improve both 

Their styles blend together well and books. In that I think I was right. 

ly stirring send-off. If All-Squadron 
enjoyed this level of artistic quality, 
it would be a much better book. 

I would recommend Utst Days of 
the JSA. for it represents the pass- 

for Mantlo to vacate The Hulk. He 
had done some interesting things 
with the character in the past, but 
his stories of the mindless Hulk 
drifting from one dimension to 
another had quickly meandered in¬ .M 

is the prototype for nearly every 
costumed character in comics today. 
With new versions of Superman and 
Wonder Woman on the horizon, it 

like that endured by the Flash before 

By the same token. John Byrne 
had not exactly been dishing out 
landmarks of creative excellence in 
Alpha Flight. It is amazing, con- 

CTemual return is devoutly 'to be ters. that he seemed not to have the 
“. . .although not everything 

LABOR PAINS' 
them. Choosing to ignore the fact 

Aipha Flight §37 pensed lackluster solo stories that 
did nothing to endear any of the 

mystic power, residing in the tody 
heroes to the readers’ hearts. After 
killing off Guardian at a point so 

beneath the icy surface for 138 years. 
Waiting. 

dian superteam known as Alpha 
Flight. One of their number. Snow¬ 

any real attachment to the character. 
Byrne then seemed content to mere¬ 
ly mark time until he could bump 
off another hero. 

Both books needed a change, an 
infusion of clean creative blocxl. The 

bird, is heavy with child. Herself the 

and god. Snowbird does not enjoy 

improvement in The Hulk was im¬ 
mediate and highly visible. Byrne’s 
new penchant for drawing three and 

Behind the scenes of 
the most eagerly 

Lfe^;Tliv^eX'"cMdin'Aecom^ here. The hugely imposing figure of 
awaited comic of *S6i 
On sale in two weeks' 





E W S 

5()ulh Africa. If equality does 
ne through the just actions of 
th intelligence and g(X)dwiil. 

good, as he aptly 
;re. He is a strong, 
and I can only hope ans will want to pick up Teen Titans 

Seco'^rd ^do'l^ havi"^ 

I^WER IS BACK!!.. 

AGAIN! 
EXTRAORDINARY FIVE !!! 





STAR HAWKS, Book #2 

STAR HAWKS, Book #2 continues the epic science fiction strip by RON 
COULART and GIL KANE. The action is STAR HAWKS centers around the 
adventures of two interplanetary law service agents, Rex Jaxan and Chavez, 
and their sarcastic robot hound “Sniffer.” 

STAR HAWKS, Book 2 contains two complete stories, with the HAWKS 
battling interlopers to save the Empire. Action packed with nice dashes of sly 
humor, and dynamic artwork! 

72 B&W pages on white book stock, with full color laser-scanned covers. 
STAR HAWKS, Book #2, trade paperback . $5.95 
STAR HAWKS, Book #2, Limited Edition Hardcover . $14.95 







The exciting new, Action-Packed series with a twist. In the first issue, 
BLACKMOON RISING, the thrilling origin of the BLACKMOON" 

is revealed. The man, the mission, all that’s been sacrificed to make 
the world safe for humanity has been cleverly woven into 

a pulse-pounding tale with dramatic art by newcomer Jaime Hallett. 
So don’t miss out on what’s sure to be one of the 

hottest books of the year. 
BLACKMOON -on sale in June. 

Ask about it where you get your comics. 
BLACKMOON ' c 1985 By James C Hallett 

24 BAV Pages. Cover Price $1.50 U.S., $2.00 Canada 
Full-Color Wraparound Cover. 

Published Bi-Monthly by U.S. Comics 
107 E. Lancaster Ave., Wayne, PA. 19087 



IF YOU’VE ENJOYED 
READING THIS 
MAGAZINE. . . 

. . . FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS offers a whole line of fine comic 
books and comic magazines for your entertainment. Subscribe 
today for a regular dose of the very best the field has to offer! 



the mystery. 
the magic. 
the mirth. 
Whisper it: 



GOOD NEWS FOR 

lOHN BYRNE FANS! 
Over 10 years ago — 

before Snperman, 

before Fantastic 
Four, before X*Men, 

before even Iron 
Fist-JOHN BYRNE 
drew his first book 

for Charlton Comics. 

Entitled Doomsday 
+ 1, it was a thrilling 

six-issue series that 
showcased the 

budding (and very 
recognizable) talent 

of the amazing 
young Canadian. 

Now FANTA- 
GRAPHICS BOOKS is 

re-releasing the en¬ 

tire series - including 
the rare seventh 

issue, which only 
sow print in a 

fanzine —in a superb 

new edition, 
recolored by MARK 

WHEATLEY and 
KATHRYN MAYER, 

under the title The 
Doomsday Sqnad! 

If you've never seen 
John Byrne's earliest 

pro work, this is your 
chance... and if 

you've already read 
Doomsday -fl, we're 

sure you'll agree this 
magnificent "re¬ 

stored” version will 
go down as the 

definitive edition of 
John Byrne's junior 

project. 

Available only at 
specialty comics 

shops—or sabscrlbe 

today! 
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Send to: 
FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 
4359 Cornell Roed 
Agoura, CA 91301 

Send me the first issue of 
Doomsday Squad I've enclosed 
$2 50 (Canada: $3.00). 

Send me all seven issues of 
Doomsday Squad as they are 
released I've enclosed $13.00 
(Canada: $1450) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

n 

STATE ZIP 


